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QUESTION 1

You have three production databases, HRDB, FINDB, and ORGDB, that use the same ASM instance. At the end of the
day, while all three production database instances are running, you execute the following command on the ASM
instance: 

SQL> shutdown immediate; 

What is the result of executing this command? 

A. The ASM instance is shut down, but the other instances are still running. 

B. It results in an error because other database instances are connected to it. 

C. All the instances, including the ASM instance, are shut down in the IMMEDIATE mode. 

D. HRDB, FINDB, and ORGDB instances are shut down in the ABORT mode and the ASM instance is shut down in the
IMMEDIATE mode. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

 

QUESTION 2

Which of the following tasks does the tool Incident Packaging Service (IPS) perform? 

A. Cleans up the ADR by deleting files not associated with an incident uploaded to Oracle Support. 

B. Identifies all files associated with a critical error and adds them to a zip file to be sent to Oracle Support. 

C. Automatically opens a Service Request with Oracle Support for each critical error and sends all relevant files. 

D. Displays a high-level view of critical errors on the database home page. 

Correct Answer: B 

Incident packaging service (IPS) and incident packages The IPS enables you to automatically and easily gather the
diagnostic data--traces, dumps, health check reports, and more--pertaining to a critical error and package the data into a
zip file for transmission to Oracle Support. Because all diagnostic data relating to a critical error are tagged with that
error\\'s incident number, you do not have to search through trace files and other files to determine the files that are
required for analysis; the incident packaging service identifies the required files automatically and adds them to the zip
file. Before creating the zip file, the IPS first collects diagnostic data into an intermediate logical structure called an
incident package (package). 

Packages are stored in the Automatic Diagnostic Repository. If you choose to, you can access this intermediate logical
structure, view and modify its contents, add or remove additional diagnostic data at any time, and when you are ready,
create the zip file from the package. After these steps are completed, the zip file is ready to be uploaded to Oracle
Support. 

 

QUESTION 3
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A schedule defined entirely within the confines of a Scheduler job object is known as a (n) ________________. 

A. Fixed schedule 

B. Inline schedule 

C. Stored schedule 

D. Hard-coded schedule 

E. None of the above 

Correct Answer: B 

"A schedule defined within a job object is know as an inline schedule, where as an independent schedule object is
referred to as a stored schedule. Inline schedules cannot be reference by any other objects. " 

http://www.datadisk.co.uk/html_docs/oracle/scheduler.htm 

 

QUESTION 4

Because of a logical corruption in the EMPLOYES tables, you want to perform Tablespace Point-in-Time Recovery
(TSPITR) to recover the table. Before you started the TSPITR process, you queried the TS_PITR_CHECK view and you
realized that the table has a referential constraint with DEPARTMENTS that exists in another tablespace,
MASTERTBS. 

Which two actions will permit the TSPITR to work? (Choose two.) 

A. Taking the MASTERTBS tablespace offline 

B. Dropping the relationship between the tables 

C. Adding the MASTERTBS tablespace to the recovery set 

D. Putting the MASTERTBS tablespace in read-only mode 

Correct Answer: BC 

 

 

QUESTION 5

You plan to collect the Automatic Workload Repository (AWR) data every Monday morning for a month. You want
Oracle Database to automatically create a baseline every Monday and remove the old baseline. What is the correct
action to achieve this? 

A. Create and populate a SQL Tuning Set from the AWR on every Monday. 

B. Change the RETENTION setting for the AWR snapshots to 7 days on Monday. 

C. Create a repeating baseline template. 

D. Insert a finding directive for future ADDM tasks. 
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Correct Answer: C 
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